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Abstract

Modeling and monitoring plankton functional types (PFTs) is challenged by insufficient amount of field measurements to ground-truth both plankton models and bio-optical algorithms. In this study, we combine remote sensing data and a dynamic plankton model to simulate an ecologically-sound spatial and temporal distribution of phyto-PFTs. We apply an innovative ecological indicator approach to modeling PFTs, and focus on resolving the question of diatom-coccolithophore co-existence in the subpolar high-nitrate and low-chlorophyll regions. We choose an artificial neural network as our modeling framework because it has the potential to interpret complex nonlinear interactions governing complex adaptive systems, of which marine ecosystems are a prime example. Using ecological indicators that fulfill the criteria of measurability, sensitivity and specificity, we demonstrate that our diagnostic model correctly interprets some basic ecological rules similar to ones emerging from dynamic models. Our time series highlight a dynamic phyto-PFT community composition in all high latitude areas, and indicate seasonal co-existence of diatoms and coccolithophores. This observation, though consistent with in situ and remote sensing measurements, was so far not captured by state-of-the-art dynamic models which struggle to resolve this “paradox of the plankton”. We conclude that an ecological indicator approach is useful for ecological modeling of phytoplankton and potentially higher trophic levels. Finally, we speculate that it could serve as a powerful tool in advancing ecosystem-based management of marine resources.

1 Introduction

We are yet to obtain a consistent and complete view of the global biogeography of plankton functional types (PFTs), groups of organisms composed of many different species identified by a common biogeochemical function rather than a common phylogeny. We deal with large uncertainty due to insufficient amount of field measurements
to ground-truth both plankton models (Anderson, 2005) and bio-optical phytoplankton PFT algorithms (Brewin et al., 2011). Knowing how PFT distributions are changing is key to projecting biological responses to global climate change, both in the geological past (Wells et al., 1999), present and future (Beaugrand et al., 2012; Bopp et al., 2005; Boyd and Doney, 2002). A requirement is to investigate regions such as the Southern Ocean, the subarctic North Pacific and the equatorial Pacific, the so-called high-nitrate low-chlorophyll (HNLC) regions (Minas and Minas, 1992) where the ocean acts as a source of CO₂ to the atmosphere (Takahashi et al., 2002) despite being sufficiently productive. According to modeling studies, these regions may also constitute PFT diversity hotspots (Prowe et al., 2012) or, to the contrary, PFT diversity deserts (Barton et al., 2010).

A variety of recently-developed phytoplankton size class (phyto-PSC) and phytoplankton PFT (phyto-PFT) bio-optical algorithms may be used to monitor regional and global phytoplankton distributions at an intraseasonal resolution (Alvain et al., 2008; Bracher et al., 2009; Brewin et al., 2010; Hirata et al., 2011). Among the key phyto-PFTs are silicifiers (diatoms) whose biomass can be estimated from satellite (Sathyendranath et al., 2004; Alvain et al., 2008; Hirata et al., 2013), and calcifiers (coccolithophores) whose biomass estimates up until very recently (Sadeghi et al., 2012) were limited to bloom occurrence and area calculation (Alvain et al., 2008; Moore et al., 2012) and inference from particulate inorganic carbon (PIC) measurements (Balch et al., 2011). However, field measurements of biological processes, on the level of PFTs in particular, are not sufficiently resolved compared to chemical and physical properties of the ocean (Claustre et al., 2010). Thus, synoptic relationships between PFT biomass (derived from in situ phytoplankton cell and pigment abundance/biomass) and optical properties of the surface ocean (derived from remote sensing) cannot be constrained and evaluated consistently over all biogeochemical provinces. Borders between biogeochemical provinces shift dramatically on annual and longer scales (Boyd and Doney, 2002; Devred et al., 2007) challenging the integration of regional algorithms into global models (Cetinić et al., 2012).
Dynamic plankton models coupled to ocean circulation models take changing environmental conditions into account. Moreover, they derive PFT estimates from knowledge of the underlying mechanistic processes. However, whereas they can discern between several to tens of different groups (Follows et al., 2007), they struggle with the long debated paradox of the plankton (Hutchinson, 1961). To our knowledge, none of the models operating on the PFT level can simulate the observed coexistence of more than one dominant group under limiting resources when their biogeochemical functions are similar yet need to be parameterised separately. For instance, fast-growing diatoms in the subarctic North Pacific and the Southern Ocean outcompete coccolithophores preventing their biomass to build up (e.g. Gregg and Casey, 2007; Le Quéré et al., 2005; Sinha et al., 2010) in contrast to what remote sensing observations suggest (e.g. Alvain et al., 2008; Balch et al., 2011; Sadeghi et al., 2012). A PFT biogeochemical model is sensitive to the type of PFT classification, choice of zooplankton grazing formulation (Hashioka et al., 2012) and, especially for diatoms and coccolithophores, to the mixing formulation in the chosen physical model coupled to the plankton model (Sinha et al., 2010). The MARine Ecosystem Model Intercomparison Project (MAREMIP) (Hashioka et al., 2012) currently examines the ability of these models to identify key processes and evaluate the role of functional groups in the whole ecosystem. Complementary to MAREMIP, the Satellite phyto-PFT Intercomparison Project (Hirata et al., 2012) is investigating the performance of satellite phyto-PFT models in the global ocean.

In a two-dimensional phytoplankton niche space defined by turbulence and nutrient concentration (“Margalef’s Mandala”), coccolithophores traditionally fall between diatoms which thrive in well-mixed, high nutrients regimes, and dinoflagellates which dominate the stratified, low-nutrient regimes (Margalef, 1978). Today we know that picoeukaryotic and prokaryotic autotrophs (e.g. Prochlorococcus, Syneccoccus) successfully compete with dinoflagellates for their niche. Light is another important niche descriptor. Balch (2004) suggested that daylength is as important as light intensity for the onset of coccolithophore (and likely other phyto-PFT) blooms, and should form
the third dimension of phytoplankton mandala. The ability to locate phyto-PFTs in their ecological niches allows us to derive ecological rules that can verify both plankton models and bio-optical algorithms. However, ecological rules can serve another purpose: they help identify key ecological indicators of change of PFTs – a task imposed by the rapidly changing climate.

Having acknowledged the challenges in monitoring and modeling biological processes explicitly, an ecological indicator approach is an alternative means of describing and managing marine ecosystems (e.g. Dale and Beyeler, 2001; Blanchard et al., 2010). In this study, we explore the possibility of applying an ecological indicator approach to simulate an ecologically consistent global distribution of phyto-PFTs, with particular focus on diatoms and coccolithophores in the HNLC regions. We choose an artificial neural network (ANN) as our modeling framework because this artificial intelligence tool has the potential to interpret complex nonlinear interactions governing complex adaptive systems (Holland, 1995) of which marine ecosystems are a prime example (Levin, 1998). In order to enable projection of past and future phyto-PFT states, and their potential application in ecosystem management of marine resources (Palacz, 2012), we select ecological indicators that fulfill the criteria of indicators of Good Environmental Status (GES) (Commission, 2008). These criteria, described by Link et al. (2010) include: (i) measurability – the availability of data to estimate the indicator, (ii) sensitivity – the ability to detect change in an ecosystem, and (iii) specificity – the ability to link the said change in an indicator as a response to a known intervention or pressure.

The idea of using an ecological indicator approach to phyto-PFT modeling is not a new one. For instance, Raitos et al. (2006) attempted to explain variability in North Atlantic blooms of coccolithophores by identifying their ecological indicators of change obtained from a combination of in situ, satellite and model data. Application of ANNs in the ecological approach to phyto-PFT modeling was pioneered by Raitos et al. (2008) who estimated probability of diatom occurrence in the North Atlantic from ecological (e.g. sea surface temperature, photosynthetically available radiation,
surface chlorophyll a concentration) and geographical (e.g. latitude, longitude) indicators. ANNs based on ecological indicators were also used to simulate the distribution of \( pCO_2 \) in the North Atlantic (Telszewski et al., 2009), and to compare patterns of biological production in eastern boundary upwelling regions (Lachkar and Gruber, 2012).

In contrast to these earlier studies, we attempt to use only ecological indicators to simultaneously model biomass distribution of four phyto-PFTs in key biogeochemical provinces, including the open ocean HNLC regions. We hypothesize that our phyto-PFT ecological indicator model (hereafter PhytoANN) will:

- interpret the complex nonlinear interactions between four phyto-PFTs and their ecological indicators in a variety of distinct biogeochemical conditions;
- improve the existing model estimates of monthly climatology and time series distribution of diatoms and coccolithophores in the HNLC regions.

2 Methods

2.1 Source of indicators

We selected the following ecological indicators as principal inputs into the PhytoANN model: (i) sea surface temperature (SST), (ii) wind speed (Wspd), (iii) photosynthetically available radiation (PAR), (iv) surface chlorophyll a concentration (Chl), and (v) mixed layer depth (MLD). Although we considered two additional indicators, modeled surface nitrate (NO\(_3\)) and surface iron (Fe) concentration, we did not include them in the final PhytoANN because they displayed significant bias with respect to observations in several biogeographic provinces, and they did not add significantly towards explaining patterns of phyto-PFT variability. We assume that changes in NO\(_3\) distribution can largely be explained by associated changes in SST and Chl. This assumption has been used to derive a NO\(_3\) index (Nelson et al., 2004) and NO\(_3\) maps from satellite data alone (Silió-Calzada et al., 2008). We do not consider geographical and time
indicators because they do not fulfill the specificity criterion (latitude, longitude, month of the year) or can be replaced by a similar ecological indicator (daylength by PAR).

SST data came from NOAA’s optimum interpolation version 2 product (NOAA-OI-SST-V2) provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD in Boulder, Colorado, USA (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/). Wspd data was downloaded from NOAA Ocean Winds (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/rsad/air-sea/seawinds.html). The wind speeds were generated by blending observations from multiple satellites. Zhang et al. (2006) describe the details of the Wspd algorithm. PAR and Chl data came from Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS). We downloaded the processed and gridded (monthly, 9 km by 9 km) data from National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Ocean Productivity project (http://orca.science.oregonstate.edu/1080.by.2160.monthly.hdf.par.seawifs.php and http://orca.science.oregonstate.edu/1080.by.2160.monthly.hdf.chl.seawifs.php). Information about MLD came from the multiyear Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) model (Carton and Giese, 2008) that attempts to reconstruct the changing physical climate of the global ocean based on a sequential data assimilation approach. A forecast of MLD was derived from the forecast density fields based on a 0.125 potential density criterion (following e.g. Kara et al., 2003). We obtained the processed and gridded data (monthly, 9 km by 9 km) also from NASA Ocean Productivity (http://orca.science.oregonstate.edu/1080.by.2160.monthly.hdf.mld.soda.php). Information about length of time series and spatial and temporal resolution used in the model analysis is included in Table 1.

2.2 Source of phyto-PFTs

We chose to model four phyto-PFTs: (i) diatoms, (ii) coccolithophores, (iii) cyanobacteria and (iv) chlorophytes. In order to train the PhytoANN model to associate phyto-PFT biomass with environmental conditions, we obtained biomass estimates from NASA Ocean Biogeochemical Model (NOBM) (Gregg et al., 2003). Processed and gridded (monthly, 1° by 1°) data were downloaded from NASA Giovanni (http://gdata1.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/daac-bin/G3/gui.cgi?instance_id=ocean_model). NOBM is a coupled
three-dimensional general circulation, biogeochemical, and radiative model of the global oceans which assimilates SeaWiFS chlorophyll $a$. It was validated using data from in situ (Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS)) and satellite data sources (SeaWiFS and MODIS Ocean Color instruments). Biogeochemical processes in the model were controlled by factors such as: circulation and turbulence dynamics, irradiance availability, and the interactions among four phytoplankton functional groups (diatoms, chlorophytes, cyanobacteria, and coccolithophores), four nutrients (nitrate, ammonium, silica, and dissolved iron) and one herbivore group (Gregg et al., 2003). The model architecture is fully described in Gregg (2000) and Gregg (2002). In this model, chlorophytes were intended to represent prasinophytes, pelagophytes, and other flagellates. Cyanobacteria were meant to encompass all pico-prokaryotes. NOBM phyto-PFT results have been thoroughly evaluated against in situ and satellite estimates in Gregg and Casey (2007).

The choice of NOBM model data used for training the PhytoANN was dictated by two factors. First, there is not enough in situ data at a sufficient spatial and temporal resolution that is sampled from the necessary range of biogeochemical provinces. This is despite of the fact that a global atlas of PFT biomass measurements has now been assembled by the MAREDAT project (Smith and Pesant, 2012). Unfortunately, its coverage of diatom (Leblanc et al., 2012) and coccolithophore (O’Brien et al., 2012) measurements is not enough to produce complete monthly climatology maps beyond the North East Atlantic. Second, only by training the PhytoANN on other model phyto-PFT results can we later directly compare two model outputs to independent phyto-PFT estimates within and outside of the training domain, and thus verify the second hypothesis of our study.

Additional independent phyto-PFT estimates come from in situ and remote sensing observations. We used the same set of JGOFS in situ data as Gregg and Casey (2007), assuming that differences in borders of their biogeographic provinces and our regions of interest are small enough to allow for such comparison. Where available,
we referred to new data, for example from the Equatorial Biocomplexity cruises in the eastern equatorial Pacific (Taylor et al., 2011).

Remote sensing phyto-PFT biomass estimates came from a bio-optical algorithm (Hirata et al., 2011, 2013). This algorithm established error-quantified, synoptic-scale relationships between SeaWiFS Chl and ten phytoplankton pigment groups at the sea surface to determine phyto-PSC and phyto-PFT estimates. Phyto-PFTs include diatoms, dinoflagellates, green algae, prymnesiophytes (haptophytes), pico-eukaryotes, prokaryotes and *Prochlorococcus* sp., while phyto-PSCs include micro-, nano- and picoplankton. An earlier version of the PSC component (Hirata et al., 2008) was recently evaluated through a global intercomparison of such algorithms (Brewin et al., 2011).

Remote sensing estimates of PIC concentration may be used to discern regional patterns of seasonal to interannual variability in coccolithophore biomass. PIC data were derived using a two-band algorithm based on normalized water-leaving radiance at 440 and 550 nm (Balch, 2005). Though not directly correlated to living coccolithophore biomass, PIC was established as a good proxy for monitoring changes in the distribution of this PFT (e.g. Balch et al., 2011; Moore et al., 2012). Data were downloaded from the NASA Giovanni portal. Information about length of time series and spatial and temporal resolution used in the model analysis is included in Table 1.

### 2.3 Spatial and temporal domains

Figure 1 shows the geographical extent of the areas used for training and evaluation (confirmatory analysis) and projection of new states (exploratory analysis). Four Atlantic regions, corresponding to the North East Atlantic Ocean (NEAtl), the Norwegian Sea (NorwSea), the western central Atlantic Ocean (WCAtl) and the Equatorial Atlantic Ocean (EqAtl), were included in both the confirmatory and exploratory part of the analysis. These areas were selected for training because: (i) together they provided a very wide geographical and seasonal range of input and target values sufficient to make the PhytoANN sensitive to most biogeochemical conditions, and (ii) their NOBM PFT biomass estimates were in general in very good agreement with observations available...
from the Atlantic basin (Gregg and Casey, 2007). We used a total of 87,000 data points from these regions. Regions used exclusively for exploratory analysis included the eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean (EEP), the Central Subtropical Pacific Ocean (CPac), the Subarctic North East Pacific Ocean (NEPac) and the Antarctic Atlantic Ocean (AntAtl). Information about length of time series and spatial and temporal resolution used in the two parts of model analysis is included in Table 1.

2.4 PhytoANN training and evaluation

In this study we use a basic feedforward ANN which contains inputs, outputs, one hidden and one output layer fully connected via ANN’s free parameters (weights and biases) as illustrated in Fig. 2. The feedforward structure means that there is a unidirectional flow of information without feedback from the output back to the input layer. We use supervised learning to train the ANN to interpret complex and nonlinear relationships between ecological indicators (inputs) and phyto-PFT biomass (targets) by iteratively introducing a number of input–output example sets. We carry out the training using a common backpropagation (BP) algorithm that involves the forward and backward phase. During the first phase, free parameters of the network are fixed, and the input signal is propagated through the network layer by layer (Fig. 2). The activation value of each processing unit, called a neuron, is determined by the sum of inputs multiplied by the connection weight. The forward phase finishes with the computation of an error term being the difference between the generated output and the known target. During the backward phase, the error term is propagated through the ANN in the backward direction. It is during this phase that adjustments are applied to weights and biases of the network so as to minimize the error term according to the mean-squared error (MSE) criterion. The adjustment of these free parameters is performed according to the gradient descent rule. The described procedure is common for many ecological applications of ANNs (Lek and Guegan, 1999). We use Mathworks MATLAB ANN toolbox to perform all calculations.
In order to avoid overfitting and assure the generality of our model, we use the early stopping procedure. In this technique, the available data is divided into three subsets: training, validation and testing. The training set (70% of confirmatory analysis data) is used for computing the gradient and updating the network weights and biases. The validation set (15% of confirmatory analysis data) is used to monitor the error during the training process because it initially decreases but later typically increases as the network begins to overfit the data. Hence, when the validation error increases for a specified number of iterations (six in this study), the training is stopped, and the weights and biases at the minimum of the validation error are returned. The error of calculated from the testing set (15% of confirmatory analysis data) is not used during training explicitly. However, it is plotted during the training process to monitor whether the error in the testing set reaches a minimum at a significantly different iteration number than the validation set error. In such cases, it would indicate a poor division of the data set and a need for re-training.

It is not required to select only linearly independent indicators as inputs to the ANN because it performs dimensionality reduction on its own. Similarly, we do not remove any outliers because we assume the ANN is capable of distinguishing between signal and noise after analysing a sufficient number of training examples. We do however need to normalize the input data onto a common min-max scale to prevent indicators with highest absolute values from overpowering the neurons. Moreover, if the indicators or targets have a non-normal distribution, the ANN will produce results biased towards the more populated end of their range. In this study, we thus log-normalize MLD and Chl in the input layer and all four phyto-PFTs in the output layer. All values are then back-transformed to linear scales only after training and simulation are completed.

We also note that climatology and time series results presented in this study are in fact ensemble mean results from 10 PhytoANNs. No two ANNs are exactly the same because they are trained using random weight and bias vector initialization and a random distribution of datapoint indices assigned to training, evaluation or testing. Though individual simulations reveal variable absolute values of Phyto-PFT biomass, their time
series distribution patterns are very robust. Therefore, we consider ensemble means as optimal representations of PhytoANN results.

In Table 2 we provide the details of the PhytoANN architecture common to all ensemble members, chosen as optimal for this study. Results in Table 3 show how increasing the number of neurons in the hidden layer (ANN complexity) increases the fit to the entire confirmatory data (both log-transformed and linear). In theory, the optimum number of neurons depends on the degree of linear independence of the patterns in hidden layer space (Teoh et al., 2006). We note that a good fit is obtained even using the simplest architecture. However, an inspection of time series distributions reveals that not all expected patterns are well captured by a five-neuron ANN. On the other hand, the 10- and 15-neuron nets are likely overfitted to the training data because they do not increase the fit substantially (Table 3). We concluded that the eight-neuron ANN was well-fitted yet general enough to simulate phyto-PFTs, also in a relatively short time (average of 228 s per training).

Table 4 revealed that the Levenberg–Marquardt and the BFGS Quasi-Newton training algorithms provide equally good fits to the data and take little time to perform. Except for the fact that the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm is more common in feedforward type of ANNs, its choice here is arbitrary. We relied on vast literature accounts of the usage of transfer and performance functions and did not test the sensitivity to the choice of these functions here.

In summary, we describe the entire procedure with consecutive steps from data selection and processing to PhytoANN model development and its application:

1. Select ecological indicators that fulfill the criteria of Link et al. (2010).

2. Assemble a matrix of input and target data and place them on a unified spatial and temporal grid.

3. Divide all available data between confirmatory and exploratory datasets.

4. Inspect histograms of individual input and target data, and transform them onto a log-10 scale if their distribution is non-normal.
5. Normalize all processed input and target data onto a common minimum–maximum range (e.g. −1 to 1) in order to avoid bias towards high value inputs/outputs.

6. Divide the confirmatory dataset into training (70 %), testing (15 %) and evaluation (15 %) subsets, either randomly or systematically.

7. Set up a feedforward ANN with one input, one hidden layer and one output layer.

8. Select the type of transfer, performance and training function, and initial ANN parameters. Initialize connection weights and biases randomly within the network.

9. Train the network with early stopping.

10. Evaluate ANN performance within confirmatory regions by calculating error statistics.

11. Perform sensitivity analysis on key parameters listed above and retrain the ANN to maximize performance.

12. Apply a total of 10 trained nets to time series from exploratory regions.

13. Normalize phyto-PFT biomass with respect to total Chl to assure conservation of Chl biomass.

14. Compare the ensemble mean output with target as well as independent data.

### 3 Results and discussion

#### 3.1 Ecological niches of PFTs

The first aim is to investigate how the PhytoANN interprets the interactions between PFTs and their environmental indicators. We break down the problem into four
questions here. Which interactions are linear and which nonlinear? How do the interpretations vary across PFTs? Does the model capture the same relationships that are described mathematically by the NOBM that was used to train it? How are the weights distributed among the interactions?

We answer the first three questions using information presented in Figs. 3 and 4. By plotting PhytoANN estimates phyto-PFT biomass against an observed range of one input at a time, we detect very nonlinear relationships in all cases, for all phyto-PFTs. However, some linear patterns emerge after we separate the results according to the spatial domain of origin. Consequently, we notice two distinct physical and/or biogeochemical regimes that can be separated into high and low latitude regions. All four phyto-PFTs exhibit similar responses to conditions in the NEAtl, NorwSea, NEPac and AntAtl (hereafter HighLat Regime), but very different type of responses to conditions in the EqAtl, EEP, WCAgt and CPac (hereafter LowLat Regime). In general, HighLat Regime is characterized by relatively lower SST and lower PAR but higher Wspd and higher Chl compared to the LowLat Regime.

Within a single regime, phyto-PFT biomass shows stronger relationships to individual inputs. For example, coccolithopore biomass is positively correlated with PAR in the HighLat Regime (Fig. 3d), and cyanobacteria biomass is highly correlated with PAR in the LowLat Regime (Fig. 4c). Compared to coccolithopores and cyanobacteria, diatoms and chlorophytes exhibit little if any visible relationship with individual indicators, except with Chl. We observe characteristic relationships between Chl and all phyto-PFTs contribution to total Chl [%], which are in agreement with patterns of co-variability between Chl and phyto-PFT contribution [%] derived for bio-optical algorithms (Hirata et al., 2011). Hirata et al. (2011) concluded that Chl is not only an index of phytoplankton biomass but also an index of phytoplankton community structure at synoptic scale. In case of diatoms, we note a mean exponential increase in percentage of total Chl as a function of log-10 of Chl. Our spectrum differs from Hirata et al. (2011) in that there is a larger scatter around the main trend towards the high Chl concentration end. This scatter is associated with lower diatom contributions found in the NEAtl, NorwSea
and partially also the NEPac (Fig. 3i). Comparing the contribution of PhytoANN coccolithophores with haptophytes from the bio-optical model, the relationship differs at the higher end of the Chl range. The PhytoANN estimates that coccolithophores make up a greater proportion of total Chl under bloom conditions observed in the subarctic regions (Fig. 3j). This comparison should be viewed with caution because coccolithopores constitute only a fraction of the larger haptophyte phyto-PFT group considered by Hirata et al. (2011).

When comparing % of total Chl in cyanobacteria in the PhytoANN (Fig. 4i) with Prochlorococcus in the bio-optical model (Hirata et al., 2011, their Fig. 2i), we see that maximum percentage contribution is associated with low total Chl in both models. Although the shapes of the two distributions along the Chl gradient are very similar, there are some differences in the magnitude of fractional contribution at lowest Chl values. However, this difference would be minimal if we assumed that NOBM’s (and thus PhytoANN’s) very broad cyanobacteria group overlaps not only with Prochlorococcus but partially also with prokaryotes classified separately in the bio-optical model (Hirata et al., 2011, their Fig. 2g).

Chlorophytes are perhaps most difficult to evaluate because they should to some extent functionally resemble more than one group in the bio-optical algorithm. In the PhytoANN, chlorophytes contribute the most to total Chl under moderate Chl levels (Fig. 4j). Such a pattern is in general close to that of green algae in the bio-optical algorithm (Hirata et al., 2011, their Fig. 2h). The only clear discrepancy occurs for the NorwSea region where the PhytoANN predicts very high percentage contribution of chlorophytes even for the highest Chl values. The comparisons with the bio-optical model therefore suggest that the PhytoANN overestimates the contribution to total Chl of both coccolithophores and chlorophytes in the North Atlantic basin.

It is interesting to compare PhytoANN relationships with those in the NOBM (Figs. A1 and A2). In general, we see that the PhytoANN was able to capture the same general relationships described mechanistically by the NOBM. Considering that NOBM’s physical model is partially forced with similar sources of data as used for indicators
of change in the PhytoANN (e.g. SST, wind stress), this result need not be surprising and may suggest that our derived relationships are artefacts of the empirical or mechanistic relationships in the NOBM. Nevertheless, we observe important differences in how phyto-PFTs are distributed along environmental gradients in the two models, especially in areas modeled only during exploratory analysis. The most striking difference is that in the NOBM, NEPac and AntAtl coccolithophores seem to fall into a separate environmental regime, unlike in the PhytoANN. In the NOBM, coccolithophores are poorly correlated with SST, PAR, Wspd and MLD in those regions. Consequently, their large percentage contribution to total Chl is also not associated with high Chl concentration there. This analysis confirms what was previously described by Gregg and Casey (2007), namely that the NOBM does not predict coccolithophore blooms coincident with high diatom biomass concentrations anywhere outside of the nutrient-replete North Atlantic basin.

The results of this analysis also describe the ecological niches of individual phyto-PFTs which can be compared to the traditional phytoplankton mandala. In the PhytoANN, diatom blooms occur under SST between 5 and 15°C, PAR between 20 and 45 Wm\(^{-2}\), Wspd between 5 and 10 ms\(^{-1}\), and Chl above 0.25 mgm\(^{-3}\). Coccolithophores are in general more abundant under low mixing (shallower MLD) regimes – consistent with what we know of their ecology (Balch, 2004). Still, they occupy a similar niche to diatoms. Their biogeographical extent is thus considerably greater than in the NOBM (Gregg and Casey, 2007) or another global dynamic PFT model – PlankTOM (Sinha et al., 2010). High latitude blooms predicted by PhytoANN both in the Atlantic and the Pacific are in agreement with in situ and remote sensing coccolithophore estimates in surface waters, as well as with geological records of coccoliths in bottom sediments (Balch, 2004, and references therein). Cyanobacteria and chlorophytes dominate the LowLat Regime which in general can be described by high SST, high PAR, low Wspd and shallow MLD conditions. Their ecological niche is consistent with Margalef’s mandala and numerous field studies which concluded that the intensity of surface blooms of cyanobacteria is regulated by a combination of climatic factors, such
Results from Figs. 3 and 4 also indicate the role of interactions between two or more indicators. For example, under same levels of PAR, there is large build up of cyanobacteria biomass in the LowLat regime but no such buildup in the HighLat. This is clearly because of coinciding differences in SST but likely also variable Wspd and MLD conditions (Fig. 4). Of course these interactions are well known and appear also in the NOBM (Figs. A1 and A2). Yet, it is important to note that the PhytoANN is capable of interpreting these complex and often nonlinear interactions between phyto-PFTs and their ecological indicators because it enables us to verify the first hypothesis of this study.

In order to now say what is the distribution of weights assigned to these interactions, we use a Hinton diagram from one of ten PhytoANNs used to form the ensemble. In Fig. 5 we see that Chl, SST, PAR and Wspd are strongly correlated within a single neuron. MLD appears to be the least significant indicator on its own (but could be significant in combination with others). While it may often be closely associated with Wspd, it can also have an opposite sign assigned, as in the 5th and 7th neuron. We note that in this net, only the 6th and 8th neurons store very similar information about the interactions between inputs. In most other nets included in the ensemble, all eight neurons provide unique information. With respect to connections from hidden layer to the output later, sign and strength of correlations differ from one neuron to another. Note that any one neuron may store important information about one or two PFTs but at the same time provide insignificant information about the remaining phyto-PFTs. This indicates a rather unique phyto-PFT response to various combinations of environmental conditions interpreted by the PhytoANN.

3.2 Annual average phytoplankton community composition

The relationship between phyto-PFTs and ecological indicators also reveals important regional differences in phytoplankton community composition. In Fig. 6 we compare...
NOBM and PhytoANN annual mean relative contribution to total Chl biomass, and relate it to any available field estimates. In diatoms, we note that PhytoANN’s estimates are in line with those of NOBM in areas where NOBM was used for training. However, significant differences are noted elsewhere. In the NEPac and the AntAtl, PhytoANN predicts less than 20% annual contribution of diatoms which is much closer to observations compared to NOBM (Fig. 6). In the EEP, although PhytoANN estimates a much smaller diatom contribution relative to NOBM (18 vs. 65%), it is still twice as high as the less than 10% observed contribution.

In NOBM, high diatom contribution is almost always at the expense of severely underestimating coccolithophores. This is in contrast to PhytoANN which predicts their 60% contribution compared to almost 0% in the NOBM (Fig. 6). It should be noted that NOBM appears to overestimate coccolithophore contribution in two out of four regions used to train the PhytoANN (with two others not evaluated against observations). Hence, it is expected that the PhytoANN overestimates coccolithophores in those and other regions as well (e.g. EEP, NEPac and AntAtl). Nevertheless, the fact that PhytoANN predicts a significant contribution of coccolithophores suggests the existence of suitable ecological niches for coccolithophores in the NEPac and AntAtl, as well as in the EEP.

Similarity of ecological niches of the NEAtl, NEPac and AntAtl are evident both in PhytoANN and NOBM. For example, both models rely on a similar total Chl which is not surprising considering that NOBM assimilates SeaWiFS Chl during its simulation. Therefore, the main difference between the model phyto-PFT distribution in these regions originates primarily from distinct partitioning of Chl between the phyto-PFTs. In NOBM it depends on nutrient uptake and light availability in a dynamical context, while in PhytoANN only on the favourability of environmental conditions.

As for cyanobacteria, the largest difference between the two models is observed in the EEP (Fig. 6). Here, higher biomass estimates from PhytoANN are closer but still significantly lower than observed. On the other hand, though similar to NOBM, PhytoANN biomass estimate is much too low in the EqAtl relative to observations. This
is likely the cause of its underestimate in the ecologically similar EEP. In the WCAtl box, both models predict a proportion of cyanobacteria biomass that is higher than reported from the Bermuda Atlantic Time Series (BATS) (Lomas and Bates, 2004).

In general, both NOBM and PhytoANN struggle to reflect the observed contribution of chlorophytes to total phytoplankton biomass (Fig. 6). We note that NOBM underestimates their contribution in the NEAtl and the WCAtl – regions used to train PhytoANN. We had no available data to compare chlorophytes specifically in the NorwSea and the EqAtl. As for the exploratory regions, PhytoANN projects chlorophyte biomass levels in better agreement with observations. Nevertheless, it underestimates their contribution in the EEP, the AntAtl and the NEPac. In the CPac, it is actually not capable of simulating any chlorophytes, contrary to NOBM. This is likely related to the fact that PhytoANN’s training fit is lowest in the WCAtl, which is also ecologically most similar to the CPac.

3.3 Seasonal succession of phyto-PFTs

How do these ecologically driven predictions of phyto-PFT distributions affect what we know about seasonal succession of phytoplankton in these selected regions? In Fig. 7a–d we see that our model can reproduce the monthly climatologies of NOBM phyto-PFTs very well in regions used for training. In the two adjacent boxes of NEAtl and NorwSea, coccolithophores increase substantially in biomass during the spring bloom and become by far the most dominant group by summer time. The spring phytoplankton bloom also shows a large increase in diatom biomass, both in the NOBM and PhytoANN. Chlorophytes make up the most of the smaller fall bloom, while cyanobacteria constitute an insignificant part of the community. Coccolithophores reach their peak in June which is in agreement with field measurements of *Emiliania huxleyi* blooms (Fernandez et al., 1993; Raitos et al., 2006) and remote-sensing PIC estimates (Balch, 2004) (Fig. 8a). The timing of the peak of the large spring (April) and smaller fall diatom bloom (October) match well with field studies (Edwards and Richardson, 2004; Barton et al., 2013) but also with estimates from the bio-optical model of
Hirata et al. (2011) (Fig. 8a). As expected, the fall bloom, centered around August and September, is mostly made up of chlorophytes. This is also in agreement with long-term observations at these latitudes (Edwards and Richardson, 2004; Barton et al., 2013). The seasonally changing ratio of diatoms to dinoflagellates is thus well represented in the PhytoANN, and is similar to NOBM results (Fig. 8a) and in situ data (Leterme et al., 2005).

PhytoANN predicts that coccolithophore biomass is higher than that of diatoms, even at the peak of the spring phytoplankton bloom. Even though coccolithophore blooms are very abundant in the North Atlantic, especially southwest off Iceland and in the Norwegian Sea, the model is likely to overestimate their contribution here, especially in the spring. In the NorwSea, the bio-optical model of Hirata et al. (2011) shows haptophyte biomass lower than that of diatoms during March–June period (Fig. 8a). On the other hand, the most recently improved PhytoDOAS bio-optical algorithm predicts spring and summer coccolithophore biomass as high as in NOBM and PhytoANN (Sadeghi et al., 2012, their Fig. 7). The summer peak in coccolithophore biomass is also seen in the PIC time series (Fig. 8a). However, the distribution is much narrower around the June peak compared to NOBM and PhytoANN. It also shows a more pronounced decline in biomass in late summer and early fall. Alvain et al. (2008) analyzed monthly climatology results from their bio-optical PHYSAT diagnostic model in the North Atlantic box (40–70° N, 60–20° W) that has a similar latitudinal extent to our NEAtl box. They concluded that diatoms contribute only at most 20% of total Chl during the spring phytoplankton bloom (their Fig. 8). This does not mean however that the remaining 80% from nanoeukaryotes explains the really high proportion of coccolithophores in the PhytoANN. One reason for coccolithophore overestimation in the NEAtl and NorwSea might be the fact that both NOBM (Fig. A1j) and PhytoANN (Fig. 3j) associated coccolithophore outbursts with highest Chl values. This is in contrast to the findings of Fernandez et al. (1993) who reported a huge coccolithophore bloom characterized by high PIC levels but relatively low Chl (less than 1 mg m⁻³) and particulate organic
carbon concentrations. It is possible that modeling calcifier biomass in general should not be based on units of Chl.

It is noteworthy that the distribution of coccolithophores and diatoms even in a three-month average satellite image is extremely patchy (Sadeghi et al., 2012). Patchiness in phyto-PFT distributions suggests some spatial variability in ecological niches within the North Atlantic biogeochemical domain. Probability of diatom occurrence modeled by Raitosos et al. (2008) also varied greatly across the basin even during a 1 week snapshot image. The recent North Atlantic Bloom Experiment (NABE) in 2008 confirmed the extreme patchiness in patterns of biological productivity, phytoplankton species composition and associated carbon fluxes in this region (Alkire et al., 2012; Mahadevan et al., 2012). The relatively coarse resolution of NOBM data used in this study does not resolve the effects of this patchiness. We are currently testing the hypothesis that, given a higher spatial and temporal resolution of inputs, PhytoANN might generate a more complex image of phyto-PFT biogeography in response to a dynamic physical and biogeochemical environment. The purpose of this study however is to evaluate the performance of our novel approach only in terms of domain-averaged monthly climatologies of four phyto-PFTs.

In the absence of strong seasonality in the EqAtl, the most pronounced feature is the summer to early fall increase in diatoms and chlorophytes (Fig. 7c). Coccolithophores show little annual variability, and cyanobacteria remain at an almost constant biomass level. Here, PhytoANN results match those of NOBM very well. Minimum discrepancies in the timing of the maximum phyto-PFT biomass are insignificant considering the low (less than 0.15 mgm\(^{-3}\)) total Chl biomass levels.

In Fig. 7d PhytoANN exhibits a very different community composition pattern characteristic of the WCAtl. Here, cyanobacteria dominate from summer to winter, while coccolithophores temporarily dominate the community from March until May. Diatoms reach a peak in their relative contribution in March. These results, similar to NOBM, are consistent with observations at BATS, where haptophytes make up between 25 and 46 % of total phytoplankton biomass (Lomas and Bates, 2004). At the BATS
site, haptophytes are mostly composed of coccolithophorids such as *Emiliania huxleyi* (Haidar and Thierstein, 2001). PhytoANN and NOBM predict very little chlorophyte activity under these environmental conditions. However, according to Lomas and Bates (2004), pelagophytes and prasinophytes (but not dinoflagellates) can make up a substantial proportion of the winter/spring bloom population, on average around 15%. We note that PhytoANN and NOBM do not capture the observed significant interannual variability in the ratio of chlorophytes to cyanobacteria during the bloom season (Lomas and Bates, 2004).

Very low phyto-PFT biomass levels are also estimated for the CPac region (Fig. 7f). PhytoANN captures patterns simulated by NOBM very well. Namely, cyanobacteria are most abundant year-round. Coccolithophores increase slightly in concentration during summer months. Diatoms and chlorophytes have extremely low biomass levels. Compared to the WCAtl box, they show no increase during the winter/spring bloom period.

We find large differences between PhytoANN and NOBM results in all HNLC regions used for exploratory analysis. In the EEP, both models show a similar weak seasonal variability with only a slight increase in early fall (Fig. 7e). The peak can be attributed to a coincident maximum tropical instability wave activity that enhances upwelling of cold, nutrient-rich waters and thus promotes higher new production (e.g. Evans et al., 2009; Strutton et al., 2001; Vichi et al., 2008). PhytoANN predicts chlorophytes to dominate the phytoplankton community, and diatoms and coccolithophores to be much lower in biomass. This is in marked contrast to the climatology picture from NOBM where diatoms are by far the most dominant functional group, indicating a very different interpretation of their role in the EEP ecosystem. According to the PHYSAT diagnostic and PISCES dynamic models (Gorgues et al., 2010) diatoms rarely dominate in this region. In fact, their contribution to total phytoplankton biomass does not exceed 10% on average. This long-term low diatom biomass level has also been confirmed by several field estimates conducted at distinct locations and in different times of the year (Blanchot et al., 2001; Dandonneau et al., 2004; Taylor et al., 2011). Average diatom biomass estimated by the bio-optical algorithm is even lower than in PhytoANN (Fig. 8b), and
is thus closest to field observations. Our PhytoANN model predicts no marked differences in the seasonal distribution of coccolithophores which are more abundant than diatoms on an annual average. This is consistent with bio-optical estimates of haptophytes (Fig. 8b). PIC climatology also indicates little seasonal variability and concentrations levels much lower than in the NEAtl (Fig. 8b compared to Fig. 8a).

The NEPac region reveals the largest inconsistencies between models and observations in diatom and coccolithophore monthly climatologies. According to NOBM, diatoms reach highest absolute biomass in NEPac, higher even than in the North Atlantic. They reach their spring peak in May and their fall peak in September (Fig. 7g). Haptophytes maintain low biomass but flourish in the fall. Maximum chlorophyte biomass level is approximately half that of diatoms during their peak in September. Coccolithophores and cyanobacteria appear not affected by strong seasonality in the environmental forcing and contribute little if at all to total phytoplankton biomass. PhytoANN on the other hand predicts a very different phyto-PFT distribution in response to changing environmental conditions. Here, coccolithophores remain the dominant group throughout the year. Their biomass is highest in May but does not decline much until October. Diatoms peak in May but have drastically lower biomass levels from July to March. In contrast to NOBM, PhytoANN diatoms do not bloom in the fall. In PhytoANN, this late peak is attributed to coccolithophores and chlorophytes.

How does this correspond to what we know about climatology of these phyto-PFTs? Analyzing the seasonality of coccolithophore blooms in the Bering Sea, Iida et al. (2002) found significant interannual variability in the peak areal coverage between 1998 and 2001. The general pattern however suggested a spring peak between April and May and a fall peak between August and September. Up to two month shifts were recorded for exceptionally warm years (1998) and cold years (1999) caused by anomalous ENSO activity in the equatorial Pacific. According to the bio-optical model, haptophytes follow the diatom distribution closely. They exhibit a strong but smaller than diatom increase in biomass in May and a weaker but greater than diatom increase in biomass in November (Fig. 8c). This picture is thus most similar to NOBM. PIC
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estimates suggest that coccolithophores are very abundant from March to October, and reach a maximum in September. It appears that both NOBM and the bio-optical algorithm attribute much of the summer and fall Chl to diatoms rather than coccolithophores, in contrast to in situ (Iida et al., 2002) and remote sensing observations (Fig. 8c). We know that the PhytoANN overestimates the proportion of coccolithophores on the annual basis (Fig. 6c), yet, its monthly climatology is closer to the one revealed by PIC and in situ data compared to NOBM and the bio-optical model. It is puzzling however that PIC does not reveal a maximum spring coccolithophore peak seen in Iida et al. (2002) and simulated by all the models. Regardless of the discrepancies between timing and magnitude of diatom and coccolithophore blooms in the NEPac, it is clear that PhytoANN correctly predicts that coccolithophores are at least as dominant as diatoms in the region. Therefore, it provides an improvement over its training model, NOBM, which does not allow coccolithophores to utilize a very favorable ecological niche. We consider this result the most important evaluation of our PhytoANN ecological indicator model.

In the AntAtl, NOBM predicts an absolute dominance of diatoms that reaches its maximum levels between November and January (Fig. 7h). There is a small chlorophyte increase following the winter diatom bloom, but no seasonal response of coccolithophores. This is in marked contrast to both the bio-optical model and PIC estimates. The bio-optical model shows that haptophytes follow the seasonal distribution of diatoms and that their biomass is higher than diatoms in all seasons except for November–January when they are more or less equal. PIC climatology is similarly characterized by a winter maximum and a summer minimum. We also observe that AntAtl PIC maximum is lower than the boreal summer and early fall maximum in NEPac, and at the same time higher than the boreal winter PIC minimum in NEPac. This observation is consistent with the monthly global climatology analysis of Moore et al. (2012) whose coccolithophore bloom classifier describes eight optical water types from multiple satellite sensors.
PhytoANN’s monthly coccolithophore climatology matches well with bio-optical algorithm results, also in relation to other basins. Furthermore, PhytoANN suggests that chlorophytes constitute a substantial portion of total Chl from April to September (close to 50%). This is in close agreement with another bio-optical model result of Alvain et al. (2008, their Fig. 10) who based on 1998–2006 monthly climatology predict that diatoms contribute at most 52% to total Chl and that nanoflaggelates (most equivalent to our chlorophytes) contribute over 80% from April to September in the Southern Ocean (40–70° S, 180°–180° E). We conclude that PhytoANN is able to improve phyto-PFT monthly climatology picture from NOBM in the AntAtl using the knowledge of ecological rules inferred during training from the NOBM itself.

Quantifying coccolithophore biomass has been extremely difficult both in dynamic and diagnostic models. Except for the recently improved PhytoDOAS algorithm (Sadeghi et al., 2012), most bio-optical models show the spatial extent of bloom areas (Alvain et al., 2008; Moore et al., 2012). When analyzing the results of the Dynamic Green Ocean Model, Le Quéré et al. (2005) noted that model calcifiers grow between 40°N and 40°S but they are almost absent poleward of these latitudes. Satellite observations following the method of Brown and Yoder (1994) reveal highest coccolithophore bloom frequencies in the 40–70° latitude band of both hemispheres (Le Quéré et al., 2005, their Fig. 10). Le Quéré et al. (2005) suggests that this is because the traits defined for calcifiers and the zooplankton that graze on them do not give calcifiers a competitive advantage at high latitudes. Compared to other PFTs, they have a lower maximum growth rate, higher light affinity, and lower resistance to darkness. In the NOBM, coccolithophore are very abundant beyond 40° of latitude but only in the North Atlantic. In high latitudes of other basins they are severely outcompeted by diatoms (Gregg and Casey, 2007). Current dynamic model results indicate that we have an insufficient knowledge of either traits of calcifiers (e.g. vital rates), or their protective defenses against zooplankton grazing (Strom, 2002). Even though our PhytoANN considers neither nutrient competition nor zooplankton grazing responses, it provides a more
realistic and ecologically-consistent picture of coccolithophore distribution in the high latitude regions.

### 3.4 Dramatic shifts in phyto-PFT distribution

We also wanted to check how our diagnostic model performs when it comes to projecting changes under extreme input conditions. Here, we choose to focus on the EEP where interannual El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) contributes the most to temporal variability (Wang and Fiedler, 2006, and references therein). ENSO cycles not only shift total biomass by almost two orders of magnitude but also alter the phytoplankton community composition significantly. In order to really test the PhytoANN response to the extreme 1997–1999 El Niño and La Niña events, we not only excluded the EEP but also the 10.1997–12.1999 period from all data used for confirmatory analysis.

In Fig. 9a we first note that the NOBM captures a sharp decrease in diatoms percentage contribution to total Chl during El Niño. The coincident decrease in chlorophytes contribution is not distinct from the monthly climatological pattern (Fig. 7e). Coccolithophores and cyanobacteria respond positively to the warmer but nutrient poor El Niño conditions. In the PhytoANN, both diatoms and chlorophytes contribute much less to total Chl from October 1997 to summer 1998 than on a long-term average (Fig. 9b). Also, contrary to the NOBM, coccolithophores do not increase their contribution to total Chl in response to El Niño. In turn, cyanobacteria dominate the phytoplankton population as they constitute up to 80% of total Chl biomass around the peak of El Niño conditions.

In response to the subsequent La Niña event, diatoms in the NOBM restore their high contribution achieving more than 80% of total Chl by fall 1998. However, we also note that the long-term mean diatom percentage contribution is grossly overestimated. In the NOBM, coccolithophores and cyanobacteria reach their 1997–2005 all time low by the beginning of 1999. In the PhytoANN, we see a different response of the phytoplankton community. All phyto-PFTs return to their long-term average contribution levels but do not reveal the expected equally dramatic changes in phytoplankton
community composition associated with La Niña high Chl blooms. The substantial increase in Chl is mostly attributed to chlorophytes and only secondly to diatoms. Compared to the NOBM results, the PhytoANN suggests more coexistence of phyto-PFTs even under the extreme La Niña conditions. We also note that along the entire time series we see evidence of coccolithophores becoming the dominant group at times (fall 1999 and 2000) in PhytoANN (Fig. 9b). NOBM simulates interannual variability in coccolithophore biomass as well but in different years (fall 2002 and 2003) and never beyond the diatom levels (Fig. 9a). This suggests that the two models also predict different ecological responses of phyto-PFTs to interannual changes in the ecology of the EEP.

In the bio-optical model (Fig. 9c), haptophytes, which include but are not limited to coccolithophores, dominate the biomass spectrum. consistently throughout the entire time series. The sum of Prochlorococcus and prokaryotes are on a similar level to cyanobacteria modeled by the PhytoANN, but markedly higher than in the NOBM. Diatoms remain on a very low (less than 10 %) level of contribution to total Chl, in close agreement with in situ observations (e.g. Taylor et al., 2011). The bio-optical model reveals a moderate increase in Prochlorococcus and prokaryotes contribution to total Chl during El Niño, and it also captures the large increase in diatom contribution during the subsequent La Niña event. During this time diatoms far exceed their long-term average levels. Such a response was also indicated by in situ (Chavez et al., 1999), some remote sensing (Masotti et al., 2011) and dynamic modeling studies (Gorgues et al., 2010), which report that diatoms first decreased and later increased significantly in response to El Niño and La Niña, respectively.

Based on these results, we can conclude that our diagnostic model appears to be moderately sensitive to extreme environmental perturbations and can detect only some significant temporal shifts in phytoplankton community composition. Neither the NOBM nor the PhytoANN fully capture the observed strong changes in diatom contribution during an extreme ENSO cycle. Both models perform better when simulating changes in response to El Niño rather than La Niña conditions. Higher spatial and temporal
resolution of model estimates would allow to test if our model is also sensitive to high-frequency submesoscale shifts in phyto-PFT distribution attributed to passing tropical instability waves (Palacz and Chai, 2012; Parker et al., 2011).

3.5 Assessment of model limitations

First, the ecological indicators used by PhytoANN do not include nutrients concentration and zooplankton grazing explicitly. Effects of changing nutrient concentrations are largely inferred from changes in SST, as SST and nitrate are often closely correlated, e.g. at the BATS site (Nelson et al., 2004). Including field measurements of Si and Fe as separate indicators is expected to improve our model predictive skill. However, using NOBM nutrient fields as inputs did not improve PhytoANN performance in either confirmatory or exploratory analysis in any significant manner. We speculate that some grazing effects are only implicitly included in our model through considering total Chl as an indicator. However, this does not resolve phyto-PFT-specific grazing pressures. Consequently, PhytoANN’s interpretation of ecological rules distinguishing between phyto-PFTs is strongly biased towards bottom-up control processes. We are currently developing a prototype of a similar model that includes feedback from key zooplankton PFTs. It is to be implemented in the North Atlantic basin where basin-wide longterm coverage of Continuous Plankton Recorder data enables such an experiment (Raitsos et al., 2008).

Second, the source of several ecological indicators is common to the NOBM and the PhytoANN. This means that PhytoANN’s interpretation of some the relationships between phyto-PFTs and the environment is not necessarily independent from NOBM’s. However, this does not hinder the verification of our hypotheses, especially considering the large differences in phyto-PFT distributions in regions used only for exploratory analysis.

Third, we assume that the NOBM phyto-PFT distribution used in training most closely represents the in situ conditions in the Atlantic basin. This assumption is based on the fact that NOBM assimilates SeaWiFS Chl data to correct for total PFT biomass levels
and that it was generally positively evaluated against observations in the North Atlantic (Gregg and Casey, 2007) among other regions. Although in situ data would provide the ideal input, currently available in situ phyto-PFT biomass data, with strong seasonal and geographical bias, is insufficient to represent most of biogeochemical conditions in the open ocean.

Fourth, PhytoANN shows only a surface picture of phyto-PFT biogeography. This limitation will be difficult to overcome considering that all remote sensing indicators provide a surface view themselves, although, there are approaches that try to account for vertical changes in bio-optical algorithms (e.g. Uitz et al., 2006; Brewin et al., 2010).

4 Implications

The results of this study highlight the benefits of using advance statistical techniques to unravel complex and highly non-linear ecological interactions, with implications for biogeoosciences and marine ecosystem management alike. We demonstrate that through an artificial neural network we can combine remote sensing and dynamic model results to generate new, ecologically-consistent estimates of phyto-PFT distribution in a wide range of biogeographic conditions. If ecological rules can be extracted from weights assigned to connections within PhytoANN, then we can provide biogeochemically-specific parameterizations of phyto-PFT growth functions which are currently too rigid to capture the global variability in phytoplankton vital rates. This approach should help model the global distribution of silicifiers and calcifiers correctly so that we can reduce the uncertainty on how much atmospheric carbon is being fixed into biomass and how much is being exported into the deep ocean (Francois et al., 2002; Rost and Riebesell, 2004; Sarmiento et al., 2002). In turn, this will improve our future projections of global carbon fluxes and climate mitigation plans.

Unlike other diagnostic PFT models, PhytoANN can be used to make future projections under scenarios of climate-induced changes to key environmental indicators. This is because it takes inputs that are also modeled by most coupled NPZD models.
running in forecast mode. In this study, we verify the hypothesis that PhytoANN is able to interpret the complex and nonlinear interactions between phyto-PFTs and the environment, at least to the same extent as the original training model, yet in a fraction of time required to make a dynamic simulation. We speculate that our PhytoANN could be used to interpret similar relationships in an ensemble of coupled models and later applied to future time series of indicators of change. This would provide a novel framework for constructing such ensemble model projections to examine the differences and similarities between them, and eventually lead to better constrained future projections of PFT states.

Furthermore, PhytoANN type of models can further be developed to look at phytoplankton size classes and their dependency on changing environmental conditions, such as temperature. Shifts in community size spectrum in response to rising temperatures are suggested by some studies (e.g. Hilligsøe et al., 2011), yet in others they are shown to depend primarily on total biomass and productivity (e.g. Maranón et al., 2012). Hence, ANNs could prove useful in examining these interactions in the context of variability among biogeochemical provinces rather than global average trends.

Similarly, this approach can be potentially expanded to include higher trophic levels, from zooplankton functional groups to fish species. Depending on data availability among other things, this could first be tested within a single ecosystem. If successful, such a model could provide an alternative framework to the newly proposed General Ecosystem Models (GEMs) that aim at resolving complex and adaptive properties of ecosystems (Purves et al., 2013). ANNs are already heavily relied upon in system control and management applications in other disciplines such as electrical engineering, medical science or business and economics (Anandarajan et al., 2001; Jaeger and Haas, 2004; Khan et al., 2001). Here, we demonstrate that only very few measurable, specific and sensitive indicators of change of phyto-PFTs are sufficient to capture key seasonal to interannual patterns of their distribution. While it is far more difficult to come up with indicators of change of key zooplankton and fish species, such efforts are being currently undertaken under the auspices of the European Union 7th
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Table 1. Spatial and temporal characteristics of the input and target data used in confirmatory and exploratory analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>confirmatory analysis</th>
<th>exploratory analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spatial resolution</td>
<td>1°</td>
<td>box-average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temporal resolution</td>
<td>monthly</td>
<td>monthly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 2.** Default PhytoANN parameters chosen for this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANN type</td>
<td>Feedforward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#hidden layers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#neurons in hidden layer</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#inputs</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#outputs</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st layer transfer function</td>
<td>tangential sigmoidal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd layer transfer function</td>
<td>linear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning rate parameter</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training algorithm</td>
<td>Levenberg–Marquardt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data division mode</td>
<td>random, every sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>training : validation : testing [%]</td>
<td>70 : 15 : 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalization scheme</td>
<td>early stopping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance function</td>
<td>mean squared error</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Results of the sensitivity analysis on PhytoANN’s number of neurons in the hidden layer. Metrics are: number of training iterations (epochs), training time, correlation coefficient and normalized mean-squared error on log-transformed and normal data. Presented statistics are ensemble means from 5 runs under same configuration but different sample division and weight and bias initialization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#N</th>
<th>epochs</th>
<th>time [s]</th>
<th>$R_{\text{log10}}$</th>
<th>$R_{\text{lin}}$</th>
<th>NMSE$_{\text{log10}}$ [%]</th>
<th>NMSE$_{\text{lin}}$ [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>0.88 (0.82-0.84-0.84-0.93)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.45-0.64-0.65-0.52)</td>
<td>28 (50-41-40-15)</td>
<td>96 (96-96-99-210)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>227</td>
<td><strong>0.89 (0.83-0.88-0.85-0.94)</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.54 (0.61-0.83-0.54-0.45)</strong></td>
<td><strong>26 (46-29-38-13)</strong></td>
<td><strong>81 (84-58-74-110)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>0.90 (0.83-0.89-0.86-0.94)</td>
<td>0.79 (0.61-0.87-0.57-0.73)</td>
<td>25 (45-25-36-13)</td>
<td>47 (110-34-72-76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>0.90 (0.84-0.90-0.87-0.95)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.68-0.88-0.62-0.66)</td>
<td>23 (41-24-33-12)</td>
<td>45 (78-31-65-82)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 4.** Results of the sensitivity analysis on PhytoANN's type of training algorithm. Metrics are: correlation coefficient and normalized mean-squared error on log-transformed data, number of training iterations (epochs), and training time. Presented statistics are ensemble means from 5 runs under same configuration but different sample division and weight and bias initialization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training algorithm</th>
<th>Training fit ($R$-coeff)</th>
<th>NMSE [%]</th>
<th>epochs</th>
<th>time [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Levenberg–Marquardt</td>
<td>0.89 (0.83-0.88-0.85-0.94)</td>
<td>26 (46-29-38-13)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable learning rate</td>
<td>0.75 (0.47-0.44-0.81-0.44)</td>
<td>76 (290-209-54-454)</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian regularization</td>
<td>0.89 (0.83-0.89-0.85-0.94)</td>
<td>25 (46-25-38-13)</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFGS Quasi-Newton</td>
<td>0.89 (0.83-0.87-0.85-0.93)</td>
<td>27 (46-31-40-15)</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. Location of the areas used for both confirmatory and exploratory analysis (black) and only exploratory analysis (red). Black boxes correspond to the NorwSea, NEAtl, WCAtl and EqAtl when looking from north to south. Red boxes correspond to the NEPac, CPac, EEP and AntAtl when looking from north to south.
Fig. 2. A conceptual model illustrating how the ANN interprets the relationship between input variables, and between input and target variables. Each hidden neuron in layer 1 computes the sum of input values multiplied by connection weights, and calculates the activation value of each neuron (being a nonlinear sum of all inputs). Each output neuron in layer 2 is a linear sum of the activation values from all layer 1 neurons multiplied by respective connection weights.
Fig. 3. Scatter plots showing the emerging relationship between PhytoANN diatom (left column) and coccolithophore (right column) biomass [mg Chl m$^{-3}$] (a–h) or % of total Chl (i, j) vs. individual ecological indicators color coded according to domain of origin. On the x-axis from top to bottom: SST, PAR, Wspd, MLD, Chl. All data points come from exploratory analysis only, thus they are box-average and monthly average estimates from October 1997 to December 2004.
Fig. 4. Scatter plots showing the emerging relationship between PhytoANN cyanobacteria (left column) and chlorophyte (right column) biomass [mgChl m\(^{-3}\)] (a–h) or % of total Chl (i, j) vs. individual ecological indicators color coded according to domain of origin. On the x-axis from top to bottom: SST, PAR, Wspd, MLD, Chl. All data points come from exploratory analysis only, thus they are box-average and monthly average estimates from October 1997 to December 2004.
**Fig. 5.** Hinton-weight diagram depicting relative weights assigned to all connections within one of ten PhytoANNs used to create the ensemble. Green color corresponds to positive correlation, red color negative correlation. Area of the square is proportional to the strength of correlation. Left hand side illustrates the connection weights between the input and the hidden layer. The right hand side illustrates the connection weights between the hidden layer and the output layer.
Fig. 6. Approximate box or basin-average comparison between longterm (1997–2004) annual mean percentage contribution to total Chl biomass of diatoms, coccolithophores, cyanobacteria and chlorophytes according to NOBM (blue), PhytoANN (red) and in situ (green) estimates. In situ estimates were derived from both C- and Chl-based measurements. Here, estimates were derived from a combination of data collected by Gregg et al. (2003) (http://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/research/oceanbiology/data.php) and EEP data from Taylor et al. (2011, their Table 3).
Fig. 7. 1997–2004 longterm monthly climatology of NOBM (dashed lines with open circles) and PhytoANN (solid lines) phyto-PFT biomass estimates from confirmatory (a NEAtl, b NorwSea, c EqAtl, d WCAtl) and exploratory areas (e EEP, f CPac, g NEPac, h AntAtl). Each plot includes four PFTs: diatoms (red), coccolithophores (blue), chlorophytes (green) and cyanobacteria (cyan). All phytoPFT biomass in units of mgChlm⁻³.
Fig. 8. Longterm monthly climatology of diatom (red) and coccolithopore (blue) biomass from PhytoANN compared with diatoms and haptophytes (magenta) from the bio-optical algorithm as well as PIC from space (black) in four areas: (a) NorwSea, (b) EEP, (c) NEPac and (d) AntAtl. PhytoANN and PIC results are marked with a solid line, while bio-optical algorithm with dashed line. PIC values are multiplied by an arbitrary factor of 300 to match scales.
Fig. 9. October 1997–December 2004 time series of the percentage contribution to total Chl of four phyto-PFTs in the EEP from (a) NOBM, (b) PhytoANN, and (c) of six phyto-PFTs from the bio-optical algorithm (Hirata et al., 2013).
Fig. A1. Scatter plots showing the emerging relationship between NOBM diatom (left column) and coccolithophore (right column) biomass [mgChl m$^{-3}$] (a–h) or % of total Chl (i, j) vs. individual ecological indicators color coded according to domain of origin. On the x-axis from top to bottom: SST, PAR, Wspd, MLD, Chl. All data points come from exploratory analysis only, thus they are box-average and monthly average estimates from October 1997 to December 2004.
Fig. A2. Scatter plots showing the emerging relationship between NOBM cyanobacteria (left column) and chlorophyte (right column) biomass [mgChl m$^{-3}$] (a–h) or % of total Chl (i, j) vs. individual ecological indicators color coded according to domain of origin. On the x-axis from top to bottom: SST, PAR, Wspd, MLD, Chl. All data points come from exploratory analysis only, thus they are box-average and monthly average estimates from October 1997 to December 2004.